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Total hydrogen demand for the production of hydrogen derivatives will be 147 MtH2
in 2050...
 of which two-thirds will be for hyders*
 The Greater China may export excess hyders to the OECD Paciﬁc region

* hyders – hydrogen derivatives as energy carrier (proposed by authors, includes liquid hydrogen, LOHC,
e-fuels, ammonia, etc.)
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DNV Hydrogen Forecast to 2050
Seaborne interregional transportation in 2050
Total hydrogen demand is estimated at 215 MtH2 for 2050

 of which only ~ 190 MtH2 will be for hyders* (the rest is for feedstock)
 less then 6 percent will be shipped as LH2 (~ 2 Mt) interregionally “because the longdistance transport of hydrogen requires substantial infrastructure investments”
Negligible global trade
of H2 even in 2050

Russia can grab
almost half of the
ammonia
seaborne trade

* hyders – hydrogen derivatives as energy carrier (proposed by authors, includes liquid hydrogen, LOHC,
e-fuels, ammonia, etc.)
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The potential challenges and benefits
For the large-scale development of the hydrogen economy
and international hydrogen trade, several pro et contra points
will be important:
 There are well-known economic and geopolitical challenges to ensuring
supply of critical minerals for steady development of electrolyser and
fuel cell technologies.
 There is a need for greater awareness of environmental damage from
ammonia burning; water supply cost for green and yellow hydrogen
production; fresh water availability, food production, and international
policy nexus.
 Insufficient examination of the social, economic, and environmental
consequences/benefits was made when hydrogen energy infrastructure
development in arid areas was being considered.
The consideration of natural, technical, economic and environmental
frameworks to find out the best projects for new competitive electrohydrogen markets needs optimisation models.
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The model scope

For given solar and wind energy potential and LH2 delivery schedule the
model estimates:
 Levelised cost of LH2 production
 Equipment capacities and capacity factors
 Sensitivity to parameters
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A core model for an autonomous LH2 plant (ALHP)

Solar and wind farms generate electricity (𝑥 𝑠𝑜𝑙 and 𝑥 𝑣𝑒𝑡 , respectively), then it is used by
electrolysers (𝑥 𝑒𝑙 ) to produce hydrogen (𝑦 𝑒𝑣 ) and to satisfy energy needs of compressors (φprk ),
compressed hydrogen storage (φkv ), liquefier (φprzv ), liquid hydrogen storage (φzv ), shipment
process (φ𝑜zv ).When the amount of renewable energy generated by solar and wind farms is
insufficient, hydrogen can be withdrawn from compressed (𝑦 𝑔𝑘𝑣 ) and liquid (𝑦 𝑔𝑧𝑣 ) hydrogen
storages and directed to fuel cells (𝑦 𝑓𝑐 ) to produce electricity (𝑥 𝑓𝑐 ). Hydrogen produced by
electrolysers (𝑦 𝑒𝑣 ) can be used to fill compressed (𝑦 𝑝𝑟𝑘 ) hydrogen storage or be liquefied (𝑦 𝑝𝑟𝑧 ) and
injected to liquid hydrogen storage (𝑦 𝑧𝑣 ). Optimal compressed (Ukv ) and liquefied (Uzv ) hydrogen
storage levels are determined by the model depending on renewable energy potential and a shipment
schedule. Energy losses during compression (𝛾 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 ), liquefaction (𝛿 𝑝𝑟𝑧 ) and storage (𝛽 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 , 𝛽 𝑙𝑖𝑞 )
are taking into account in the model. A withdrawal from compressed hydrogen storage (𝑦 𝑘𝑧 ) to
supply liquid hydrogen storage is possible. Finally, liquid hydrogen is shipped (𝑉 𝑜𝑧𝑣 ) according to a
determined schedule.
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Model results
 The cases of ALHP in Mongolia and Japan were examined
Total hydrogen production 10 000 ton per year for each location (east of Lake
Hubsugool and west of Tohoku region in Japan)
 Levelised Cost of liquid hydrogen (ex-factory) for Mongolia – 10,8 USD20 per kg LH2
 LCoH for Japan – 13,4 USD20 per kg LH2
 If transmission line from Mongolia to Japan is available, LCoH in Japan declines to
12,6 USD20 per kg LH2
Parameter

Japan

Mongolia

Parameter

Japan

Mongolia

Solar generation cost, USD20/MWh

137,5

69,2

Compressed H2 tank, ‘000USD20/ton

580

520

Wind generation cost, USD20/MWh

111,6

164,7

Liquefied H2 tank, ‘000 USD20/ton

55

51

40

600

Compressed H2 tank, ton

100

35

Liquefied H2 tank, ton

180

120

Hydrogen Liquefier, ton per hour

20

25

Compressor cost, mln USD20/ton per
hour

1,5

1,5

Liquefier cost, mln USD20/ton per
hour

47

43

Discount rate, percent

7,5

10

Solar installed capacity, MW
Wind installed capacity, MW

420

30

(offshore)

(onshore)

Solar capital cost, USD20/MW

2070

995

Wind capital cost, USD20/MW

3800

1600

Electroliser cost, USD20/MW

1500

1300

Electroliser, MW

250

400

5000

5000

5

5

Fuel Cell cost, USD20/MW
Fuel Cell, MW
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Hydrogen storage and LH2 shipping

 Liquid hydrogen storage is less expensive per energy content
 Two maintenance periods are breaking shipments
 Late Autumn and early Winter was cloudy and calm in North-Western
Mongolia in 2020
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Example of the model transformation

Transformation of the core ALHP model to the autonomous ammonia
production plant model.
Additional energy consumption for ammonia production, storage and shipments.
 the model is driven by ammonia shipment schedule
 generally, the same energy supply and recuperation model as for AGHP
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Implications

 A research toolkit has been developed and tested to find a rational
combination of renewable energy and hydrogen technologies
(electrolysis, fuel cells, compressed and liquefied hydrogen storage).
 Power interconnection for green electricity transportation in Northeast
Asia can improve hydrogen production efficiency, provided that the
transmission line has a high capacity factor (i.e. when non-renewable
electricity is involved, transmission capacity for VRE is available on demand).
 The introduction of Green Hydrogen Certification institutions and
respective financial instruments is necessary to encourage the
international energy cooperation on power-hydrogen infrastructure.
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Thanks for your attention!

